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29 MINERS FOUND
DEAD IN W. VA.

Four
more
miners
were found dead from
the West Virginia mine
explosion Saturday, April
3, bringing the death toil
to 29. Th^ incident is the
worst mining disaster
in the U.S. in nearly four
decades, according to
CNN.
The mine contained
two
airtight
refuge
chambers, which held
enough "food, water and
air to keep 15 miners
alive for four. days,"
according to CNN. One
of the chambers was
reached last Friday, but
due to bad air the crew
was forced to evacuate
before
the
second
chamber was reached.
Neither chamber was
used, according to CNN.
A M A N D A SULLIVAN

POLISH PRESIDENT
DIES IN PLANE
CRASH

A plane crash killed
the
Polish
President
Lech Kaczynski, along
with his wife, the head
of the national bank
and several top military
officials when it crashed
into a Russian airport on
April 10, according to
CNN. The plane, carrying
97, crashed with no
survivors according to
CNN.
The president was
traveling
to
Russia,
along with the Polish
delegation,
for
the
"70th anniversary
of
the massacre of Polish
prisoners of war in the
village of Katyn. Some
20,000 Polish officers
were executed there
during World War II,"
according to CNN.

EARTHQUAKE HITS
SOLOMON ISLANDS

A
7.1
magnitude
earthquake
hit
the
Solomon Islands region
Sunday, April 11, at 5:40
a.m. Eastern Standard
Time, according to the
U.S. Geological Survey
Web site. No tsunami
warning was issued for
any of the surrounding
area or the United States
west coast.

EVANGELIST
CONVICTED OF
TERRORIZING
FAMILY

AWAKE TONIGHt — Liberty Unversity welcomed Liberty alumnus TobyMac, Skillet and House of Hereos for the Awake Tonight tour for the
largest College For A Weekend to ever grace campus. See A10 for an interview with TobyMac and photos from the concert.

JB^Y
ynchburg
Melinda Zosh

And Ellis knows many local college students. They bring in a large

NEWS EDITOR

percentage of his business during the school months, he said.

"When I find myself in times of trouble, mother Mary comes to me,
The Beatles coined these words in 1970—marking an end to a decade-

During school months, Ellis typically sees a 35 to 40 percent spike in

long love affair the worid shared with four men from England^ Paul

business, but despite this increase, he is still struggling to pay the bills for

McCartneyJohn Lennon, Ringo Starr and George Harrison.

his shop. He has seen a 30 percent drop in sales since last year, he said.

Forty-years after the Beatles made their last album, their faces, and
the three famous words "Let it be" hang behind a counter at hippie-style
coffee-shop in Lynchburg, Va., known to customers as the Drowsy Poet.
Posters ofBob Marley and Janis Joplin overlook the coffee counter, and

because his customers, mainly Liberty students, cannot afford pricey

picking up the shops most famous drink, the Milton—a coffee and ice-

items.

Bl

•

"My prices are nearly the lowest in town, because of the clientele I have,"

cream mixture with a shot of espresso.
Roy Ellis, known to locals as "Smiley" greets Liberty students with his

Ellis said. "People might see tons of customers come in here, but they
forget we only have little drinks which cannot pay the bills at the end of

unmistakable Jamaican accent.
'All Liberty, students know Smiley" Student Government Association

the month."

President Matt Mihelic jokes as he greets the manager of this hole-in-the-

See SERIES on A3-

wall coffee shop.

Awakening 2010 to hit campus
united around core values. It will be

A S S T . F E A T U R E EDITOR

exciting, entertaining, encouraging

It will be a conservative gathering
like nothing Liberty University has

and motivating," Dean of the School
of Law Mathew Staver said.
The event will kickpff Thursday

ever seen.
The Awakening 2010, sponsored

evening at 5:30 p.m. at Thomas

by the Freedom Federation, will be

Road Baptist Church (TRBC) with

at Liberty April 15-16. The Freedom

musical performances by Charles

FREEDOM

FEDERATION

Real Hope. Real Change. Real Freedom.

Federation is comprised of some of •

Billingsley and Maurice Sklar and

"Israel, the Middle East and Military

Rodriguez, and breakout sessions and

the largest multi-racial, multi-etlinic

messages from guest speakers, includ-

Readiness" featuring Israeli Vice

panels will be held from 2-4:30 p.m.

and multi-generational faith-based

ing Virginia Attorney General Ken

Prime Minister Moshe YaAlon and

in the School of Law. The conference

and policy organizations in the U.S.

Cuccinelli, School of Law Dean and

Israeli Knesset Member Danny

will end with the Liberty and Justice

Liberty Counsel founder Mathew

Danon, which will be held at TRBC.

"Thursday night will present a
microcosm of the federation itself

Staver, Ron Luce of Teen Mania and

because we will a variety of speakers

many others.

Inside the Champion
M

Due to the economy, students now share drinks, such as the Milton,

customers are greeted by a large image of rock star giants The W h o when

nic, and multigenerational movement

Sports

"I get more students than I used to get, but I make less money," Ellis said.
A lot of kids who used to work have no jobs"
instead of buying their own. Ellis offers lower prices than competitors,

representing a multiracial, multieth-

Opinion

'

automatically close," Ellis said. "Without college, there is no business.", , .

speaking words of wisdom. Let it be."

Tiffany Edwards

An Alabama evangelist
was convicted last Friday
for terrorizing his family
and murdering his wife,
whose body he had
kept frozen for years,
according to Fox News.
A
prosecutor
told
jurors
that
39-yearold Anthony Hopkins
isolated
his
family
while terrorizing them
and used the , Bible
to
brainwash
them,
according to Fox News.

- ..

"If colleges (in Lynchburg) closed down,, all businesses • would

Feature
News
\

B6
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ass

Friday morning events will start
at 8 a.m. with a presentation titled

Fridays convocation will fea-

Rally held at TRBC beginning at 6
p.m.

ture the president of the National
Hispanic Christian Leadersliip

See AWAKENING on A7

Conference (NHCLC) Rev Samuel

Cast member
speaks at LU A9

News

APRIL

^Words

AROUND LIBERTY

The Liberty Champion won eight
awards at the Virginia Press Assodatlon College Compeltion, where
the paper competed with schools
such as Virginia Tech and VCU.'
The Champion was awarded third
place in the Excellence in Overall
Makeup category. Tim Mattingly
won three awards for editorial writ'
Ing, Chris Mabes won second place
in the Spot News Photo Category
and Alex Towers won three awards
for photography.

Forensics Team
Wins Award

VCAR Students
Receive National
Recognition

Jael
Shultz,
Lee
Ann
Cusi Zipagan and Kathleen
Ostrom received honors at
the ADDY Awards Western
Virginia Competition hosted
by the American Advertising
Federation in Roanoke March
6. This competition is the largest
advertising competition in the
world, according to the Splash
page.

LU Praise Holds
Auditions

LU Praise is looking to add to
its roster. The gospel choir will be
holding auditions on Saturday,
April 17 at David's Place.
Auditions begin at 1:30 p.m.
Sign-ups for the auditions will
begin April 15 in David's Place
for all current Liberty students
that are interested. Contact the
Center for Worship or visit liberty,
edu/lupraise for more information.

Show Off Your Crib

The Office of Student Housing
is sponsoring a dorm decorating
competition on campus. Students
may enter individually or in pairs
and have the opportunity to win a
Nintendo Wii, iPod, gift cards or
Liberty University merchandise.
All submissions are due April
16 to the Office of Student
Housing by 4:30 p.m. The Office
of Student Housing is located in
Dorm 17.
For more information, visit
liberty.edu/studenthousing.

2 0 1 0

Award
winning

90

Liberty
University's
first
forensics team won the second
place Team Sweeps trophy at
the National Christian College
Forensics
Invitational,
The
invitational, which focuses on
advanced oratory skills, was
hosted by Cedarville University
in Cedarville, Ohio.
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Flames Pass pilot fires off
Christonhcr Scott
N E W S REPORTER

Fiating Ranien noodles on a daily basis is
part ot a college student's job description.
Most students will do just about anything for
free food, which is why 100 Liberty sstudents
day greatly improved on April 1 when they
were notified that they were selected to partake in the F'lames i'ass pilot program.
The students randomly selected to participate in the Flames Pass pilot program and
were given $50 worth of credits to use at off
campus dining locations.
"Because 1 do not get off campus a lot, I get
to try new places," Christiana Caminiti said.
She was one of the students randomly selected to participate in the pilot program.
"1 tried Jersey Mike's and Buffalo Wild
Wings," Caminiti said. "I have been here five
years and never have (gone there)."
Senior Jake Holland was ecstatic when he
got his card.
"I was pretty pumped," Holland said. "1 was
rather excited to learn that 1 was given $50."
"Students love it," Liberty OneCard Director Pat Faulkinberry said. "Wecan see transaction history already and students are spending
their money Some a little at a time and some
a lot at a time."
Current participating locations include:
Buffalo Wild Wings, Sheetz, Jersey Mikes,
Dominos l^r/za, Bojangles, Sundae Grill,
Shanghai Express, Pueblo Viejo, Golden Corral, Honey Baked Ham and Little Caesars.
Students will also be able to use their cards
at on campus locations including the Founders Food (.AHirt, which is currently the only on
campus location participating in the pilot.
'The pilot program is designed to work out
any kinks there may be in the new Flames
caid system.
"We have had a couple of little bumps but
nothing major," Faulkinberry said eight days
after the pilot launch.

From May 4-6, all resiclent
students will be able to pick
up their new cards at the Tolsma Indoor Track at Campus
North.
"I would highly recommend not waiting until the fall,"
Faulkinberry said.
Each card grants students
access to a declining balance
account which contains funds
separate from meal swipes and
points. According to Faulkinberry, students cannot overdraft
their declining balance accounts
but will have their card rejected
if the balance is insufficient.
"It is in what is called a closed
network," Faulkinberry said.
" When you swipe your Flames
Pass at Buffalo Wild Wings, the
reader (data) will come right
back to the transaction server
on this campus."
Through Blackboard, stu- ^ , - J r n a C h c t m p i o n
dents will be able to view trans- jv
3.2345678
action history as well as make a
deposit to be used as "Flames
Cash," a name pilot participants voted on, with their
Flames Passes. Flames Cash will be renewable, carrying into new semesters unlike meal
points which expire at the end of each year.
Students can also check their Flames Cash
balance or add Rinds to their accounts with
cash, credit or debit by using a device located
in DeMoss Hall (near the Higher One ATM)
named PHIL. PHIL currently can only be used
to check balances for pilot program participants
but will be fully operational in the fall.
Money spent as Flames Cash is taxable,
which is why the university estimates the new
card will bring in $ 140,000 in sales tax revenue.
Once students have been issued their new

Flames Passes in May, phase one of the recarding process will have been completed.
Faulkinberry said that phase two, beginning
some time during the next school year, will entail getting Flames Cash spendable on things
like vending machines, printing and laundry
Every student will keep their OneCards to
receive refLinds from t h e university T h e O n e -

Card will also function as a debit or credit card
for some students who choose to use Higher
One as a local bank solution.
Contact Christopher Scott at
cmscott^libertyedu.
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TO THE
EDITOR
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:
Ttie Champion encourages conimunity
members to submit letters to the editor on any
subject. Letters should not exceed 400 words
and must be typed and signed. The deadline is
5 p.m. Friday. Letters and columns that appear
are the opinion of the author solely, not the
Champion editorial board or Liberty University.
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All material submitted becomes property of
the Champion The Champion reserves the
right to accept, reject or edit any letter received
according to the Champion stylebook, taste
and the Liberty University mission statement.
Send letters to:
Liberty Ctiaiiipion
Liberty University, Box 2000,
!
Lynchburg, VA 24502

j or drop off in DeMoss Hall 1035.
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THE C H A M P I O N IS ALSO
AVAILABLE ONLINE AT:
LIBERTY.EDU/CHAMPION
A N D FACEBOOK.

Splatter for Cyprus
Kelsey Fluff
CONTRIBUTING

REPORTER

Student missionaries are at it again. A
group of Liberty students with a heart tor
reaching the lost are going to L'yprus in association with C]race C'hurch and held a
creative fundraiser
a miniature food fight
outside the Reber 'Ihomas dining kill Friday
'Ihe food tight ended with ketchup and
mustard covering the potential short term
missionaries. The trip to Cyprus is set tor the
first week in July and will involve prayer walkH

Kiii.si-.v Hb'f-i-

ing and relationship building.
"It 's a revilly big prayer mission," participant
Emily Hoosier said.
Other students planning to go on the trip
include Rachel Mason, Natalie Karpenko,
Molly Morgan, Stephanie Chan and Josh
Cjardner. The group is still acceptiiig donations. l b help, see the Splatter for Cyprus
Facebook page.
C\)ntact Kelsey Huti'at
kehutl"#libertyedu.

P H O T O S BY T I F F A N Y E D W A R D S

TASTY TREATS— The Drowsy Poet colfee shop attracts Lynchburg college students with its variety of food and drinks. It depends on students to bring in revenue.
SERIES continuedjroniAl
PUinning the business costs Ellis
$9,000 per month. He needs to n:iake
$300 per day during the week days
and approximately $900 on weekends to break even. He has even had
to use money out of his own pocket
to cov£r expenses.
"Rent over here is killing us." Eliis
said. "The economy has hurt us."
Many, college students leave the
Drowsy Poet and shop at nearby
Rugged Wearhousc; a discount clothing store. Rugged Wearhouse Manager Jeremy Friedley said the proximity
of Liberty University has helped his
business. It also helps that Lynchburg's 4F bu.s drops shoppers oif in
front of his store, he said.
"College students love fashion, and
I have got some great deals for them,"
Frfedley said, "i'll^e college students.
Ths^cati keep coming."
;:^olkge stui!et3& caanfiibute to 25
percent of his business, according to
Friedley He hopes Liberty's financial
investment in the communitjr will
also boost his sales.
"Liberty just bought the plaza so
diat plays a huge role (in my business)," Friedley said. "I have a feeling
that a4ot of parents and kids are saying 'let s support the school.'"
Friedley also sets lower prices for his
buyers—mostly Liberty students—
tlian his competitors. H s clothes from
Express, popular with male shoppers,
usually sell out widiin days. Timberland boots are also popular.
"If you kke the service we are providing, you are going to keep coming
back," Friedley said.
Long-term investnients, including college .students, make or break a
business, Friedley said.
"You grow or kill a business based
on long-term investment," Friedley
soidf adding that his business is on a
lea^. 'Otherwise (the bsBiness) clos-

es its doors and goes away."
While some businesses may be
shutting down, others are welcoming
their customers - Lynchburg college students. Five colleges inckiding
Liberty, Lynchburg College, Randolph College,, Virginia Unrvei-sity
of Lynchburg and Central Virginia
Community College (CVCC) combined draw 20,000 people to the city,
according to President-and CEO of
Lynchburg Regional Chamber of
Commerce Rex Hammond.
"If you go to any restaurant in
Lynchburg, you are going to find Liberty or Lynchburg College students,"
Hammond saidOther than restaurants, students
also purchase clothing and books
and pay fcr rent and taxes, according
to Hammond.
"College students have the same
consumer bills that any of us do,"
Ftoimond said.
The owners of Sundae Grill built
their restaurant specifically for Liberty students, according to waitress
Shanna Kormanik.
"The owners wanted to be close to
campus for students who do not have
cars" Kormanik said.
Ilie restaurant resembles a 1950sstyle malt shop. The owners bought
the pastel-colored booths from singer
Celine Dion, according to Kormanik,
But the Sundae Grill management
wanted to offer students more than an
aesthetic setting. Tliey wanted to save
them money Tlie restaurant offers a
10 percent discount to students with,
college identifications, and it offers 50
percent off food during breaks.

customers, according to Kormanik.
Located on Wards Road, many
students shop at the River Ridge
Mall, according to General Manager
Sandi Rogness.
"Liberty is probably the most seen
at the mall, but that could be due to
the location of the university or the
number of students attending that
school," Rogness said.
Wards Road' businesses benefit
fi-om Liberty students' purchases,
Hammond said.
"It is not a coincidence that Wards
Road has built up as the economic
corridor in Lynchburg," Hammond
said. "It's adjacency to Liberty is a
large contributing factor."
Closer to Wal-Mart on Wards
Road, a little sub shop Firehouse Subs
is fi-equented by Liberty students, according to second shift staff leader
Victoria Cahoon,
"We have the worse business dur-*
ing spring, Christmas and Thanksgiving breaks," Cahoon said, "We just cut
down on labor. We do not have as
many people work as usual,"
Eight Liberty students, including
Cahoon work at Firehouse Subs, Its
management realized that College for
a Weekend and other Liberty events
bring in more business.
College students in Lynchburg
contribute to local businesses, and
most would not thrive without their
investments, according to Kormanik:
"Business is dead when students
leave town," Kormanik said. "The locals will come in, but a majority of our
business comes from students. We
are almost dependent on students."

"It makes it easier on their wallets," Kormanik said. "They come in
for a good environment that is fun
and relaxed."
The owners close the Sundae Grill
for Chiistmas break every year^ because they lose the majoiity of their

Contact Melinda Zosh at
mzosh^libertyedu.

Save Smiley's space
Tiffany Ed wards
ASSISTANT FEATURE

EDITOR

"We made the same
amount of money tonight as
we do on a Friday that's not
too hot," Smiley, the owner
of the Drowsy Poet, said
with a grin.
It was 10:45 on a Thursday night, just after a "Save
the Drowsy Poet" music
event organized by loyal
Drowsy patrons and Roy
Ellis, known as Smiley to
his customers.
The past week has been .
a whirlwind of activity for
the Drowsy Poet. Ellis had
told some of his regular
customers that if the Poet
did not see an increase on
business, he would have to
close in less than a month.
A Facebook group, "Save
Smiley and the Drowsy
Poet," was created shortly
afterward, and the week
of April 7 has been full of
events to raise money and
awareness for the Drowsy
Poet. The group's "wall" is
full of messages from the
Drowsy Poet's fan base,
which praise everything

from the owner and the atmosphere to the Poet's signature Milton milkshakes.
"Tlie Drowsy Poet is the
only place that I feel welcome
whenever I play music. If the
Drowsy closes up, I will never forgive myself for letting it
happen," Liberty sophomore
Joe Mielnicki said. "It's the
only place I know at the edge
of campus, where all my best
friends go to, and the Miltons
are , amazing. Smiley please
don't close the place."
The group has members
from students at many area
colleges, not just Liberty
"That place was part of
the reason I survived high
school," Virginia Tech sophomore Hailey Garbee said.
"It was one of the places
where my parents and my
friend's parents knew we
would be safe and well taken care of It's how my best
friend and I connected. Friday nights it was hard to find
a seat. We need this place."
Contact Tiffany Edwards
tredwards2^1ibertyedu.

Former CIA Operations Officer Visits Liberty
Taylor Overhultz
NEWS

REPORTER

John Kiriakou witnessed the terrorist's attacks on 9/11 in New York City and Washington, DC., unfold on television, just as many
Americans were doing the same, but Kiriakou
was no average American citizen. Kiriakou was
an operations officer for the CIA on the verge
of a turning point in American intelligence.
"We have a big job vihead of us," Kiriakou
quotes Cofer Black, director of the CIA's
Counterterrorist Center, in Kiriakou's new
book, "The Reluctant Spy: My Secret Lite in
the CIAs War on Terror." We are at war now, a
different kind of war than we have ever fought
before whether the country realizes it or not."
Kiriakou's return visit to the Helm's School
of Government was prompted by his newly
published memoirs, "7he Reluctant Spy: My
Sccr'-t Litt» in the CLVs War on ferror." Liber-

ty's Strategic Intelligence Society (SIS) hosted
the event April 6-7 in the Helm's School of
Government.

people who could go into the private sector
and make two to three times more but stay at
the agency simply to serve," Kiriakou said.

"Tlie students and faculty enjoyed his presentation so much last semester that we decided to invite him back," President of the SIS,
Tasha Haug, said.

Kiriakou wanted to convey that he is just
like everyone else.
"1 am a totally average, normal person, but
like many CTA officers, I found myselfin historical situations and that is typical," Kiriakou said.
Kiriakou provided the students with several
morally controversial real life scenarios tliat
CIA operations officers face every day involving lying, cheating and stealing from foreign
countries and foreign nationals in order to
protect America, according to Haug.

Tbe SIS trains students to enter the intelligence
commuiiity with a Christ-centered worldvieu:
"No matter what their major or field of
study Christians can succeed in the intelligence community without compromising
their morals and beliefs," Haug said.
Kiriakou spoke at the SIS meeting Tuesday
night, then signed books and took pictures
with students. Kiriakou's main goal was to
present the two central themes of the book.
He emphasized that many CIA agents have
other professional options.
"First, the t .1A is full of very smart, patriotic

"Many ot the examples had no explicit right
or wrong answers, which encouraged active
discussion among the student audience, creating a beneficial interactive atmosphere which
is ran' among special speaker presentations on
college campuses," Haug said.

According to the CIA Web site, the CIA receives over 10,000 resumes every month.
"So many people apply ' Kiriakou said. "Hvcrybody is smart and everybody went to a
good school. There has to be something that
truly sets you apart from the stack ot resumes.
It you speak a category one language, your application will be seen by human eyes."
According to C 'liarles Murphy, professor ot
government at Liberty Kiriakou left the C.'IA
after 15 years for family considerations and now
serves as senior intelligence adviser to )ohn Ker
ry in the Senate l-oreign Relations C 'ommittee.
"Ihe fleluctant Spy; My Secret l.ite in
the CIA's War on Teiror, is currently being
adapted ii\to a major motion picture by I 'ni
versal Pictures.
C !ontact Taylor Overhultz at
toverhult/tiiMibertyedu.
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Rough road ahead for Tiger

piicrm PnovioRi) IT-H
. sxc.m

Mitchell MalchclT
GRADUATE

ASSISTANT

'Ihe praises h>ive begun and the red carpet has again been
r(.)lied out for I iger Woods. For the past five month,s, those
praises were missing and that red carpet was replaced with
a slippery slope littered vvitli Woods' indiscretions, to put it
mildly. Now, Woods has returned to what at hrst was a chorus
ot\]uestions now drowned out by thunderous applau.se every
time a noticeably meeker Woods grips a club or stares down a
putt. 'Ihose months he was missing in action were tilled with
speculation ol where he was and when he would again walk
among the masses.
Woods' journey has been well chronicled. It has been a
meteoric rise to lame that will only be complete when he finally
topples Jack Nicklaus' once untouchable record of" 18 major

championship victories. Though his path to the mountaintop
seemed unsure after the revelations of the past few months,
his performance at the Master's tournament this past weekend
has reassured the world that his storybook career will have the
closing chapter it deserves.
'Iliere are still questions, and perhaps the biggest one has
been posed by an unlikely oracle, Woods' own father, Earl, who
spookily speaks to an expressionless Tiger in a new Nike ad,
asking if he has learned anything from his transgressions.
i'erhaps he has, but what about the rest of us? When will
we stop being shocked when those whom we crown as heroes
reveal themselves to be human? Maybe this is what we need
a reassurance that our heroes' crowns don't fit perfectly. A
reminder that if we tug hard enough, their robes will fall off to
reveal the tattered jeans and worn T-shirt that hide the person

underneath who is subject to the same jealousies, desires and
selfishness that plague the rest ofthe world.
Soon, the world will move on and stories about I'iger will
again be relegated to the sports page where he belongs. Before
too long, though, history will repeat itself, as it always does.
One day, we will pick up the paper or turn on the TV and again
be assaulted by the sordid details of another fallen hero. All that
will be different are the names and faces. The outrage will start
anew until the hero picks up his crown, dusts himself off and
slips his robe back on.
The secret is that despite our outrage this is what we want - a juicy story and a pariah to point at and say, "I'm better than
that." The question that Tiger can't answer is if we really are.
Contact Mitchell Malcheff at
mjmalcheff(^libertyedu.

If I were a rich girl...
jenna Shofiner

In America, where having ones own cell phone, laptop
and car by the age of 16 is considered normal, it is crucially
important to keep in mincJ that this lifestyle is unheard of by
the majority ofthe world. Though America is no doubt facing
a huge economic downfall, the country is still in nowhere near
as bad of shape as many other populations of the world.

tor tli^^ slums of Mumbai to teach English to the poorest children
of India, according to the NY Post.
1 lats ofl tt-* Tracy Jackson. She may not be the world's best
A little extreme? It may seem that way But I believe that
mom, but ma)'be some parents can take a cue from her. In Jackson, though she may have previously spoiled her daughter,
our materialistic culture where many parents tend to hand did her a tremendous f^wor by sending her among the poorest
their children luxuries without teaching them an attitude of ofthe poor. While Templeton is an extreme example of what
gratefulness for what has been given, Jackson took admirable many teenagers are today, it seems that most of America's youth
action to undo the damage done to her daughter's attitude could use a bit of a reality check to the fact that America is an
from such treatment.
incredibly privileged country
Jackson is the screenwriter of "Confessions of a Shopaholic"
Apparently the issue is evident to many Eighty percent of
and wealthy mother of two girls, one of whom, until recently, Americans believe that kids are more spoiled than compared
was a bona fide s[Hiiled brat.
to children of 10 to 15 years ago, according to a CNN survey
Living in Manhattan's Upper Hast Side, jackson indulged Two-thirds of parents concede that their own children are
her children with the best amenities lite had to offer She sent spoiled, according to the poll.
her oldest daughter laylor I'empleton to a private school at the
Where does the root ot the problem lie? fackson blames
price of S.VxOOl) per vear and supplied the LS-year old with a herself as the catalyst for her daughter's attitude of entitlement.
$ 12,(.)()() wardrobe, according to the New '\ork Post.
"It's no one's fault but mine. We [.\\rents allow it," Jackson

Compared with many regions of the world, America is
blessed and its ci.tizens should be thankful. One of the best
things parents can do for their children is .to pass this perspective
on to them, while demonstrating such an attitude themselves.
Jackson took action by sending. her daughter to India
to wake her out of her indulged stupor. Upon seeing the
condition of India's people, she was able to realize how
undeservingly privileged she was. W^hile her change was not
instant, Templeton eventually matured into a less spoiled
young woman who maintains gratitude for all with which she
has been blessed, according to the NY Post.

ILMiipleton took advantage ot' her mother's wealth, She
spent $ 1 ,l)l)t) monthly on food, would charge $500 on I'l'unes
to jacksons credit card at one time, and routinely break her
cell phone to get a new one. She also spent much ot her time
smirking marijuana and Ircquenting clubs despite being und'M'
age, also according to the New York Post. And so,Jackson sent
her daughter to India, l-'orthree weeks, lempletonleli Manhattan

Unlike Jackson, not every parent can send their child
overseas. But every parent can be aware ofthe worlds condition
and ensure that their children realize how blessed they are,
so in turn, they can take an attitude of thankfulness and not
entitlement.
Contact Jenna Shoffner at
jlshoffner(a)libertyedu.
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said, according to the New York Post.
C^f course, it does not help parents when the media spends
$3 billion annually on youth-directed advertising, according
to Time Magazine. Such messages send the idea to a young
people that they must have whatever is being advertised. When
combined with indulgent parents, the attitude develops that
desired objects should always be granted.

interesting for the people who surround me, which is just
great for my self-esteem. Normally, I do not mind being
peoples source of amusement if only because I'm used to
being embarrassed. I have accepted my fate to forever be
a klutz.

for a cluinsy person. Regardless ofthe circumstances, as I
started up the concrete steps outside of the "Vines Center,
my foot slipped. Apparently, my cute ballet flats had zero
traction.
Unfortunately, the story only continues to get more
embarrassing. My Spiritual Life Director (SLD) Amanda,
who is now my Resident Assistant (RA), was behind me to
watch the fall. She rushed up to me with genuine concern
for my well being, checked on me and then went to fetch
my friend Kat, who was saving me a seat in the Vines
Center At this time, Amanda h;id only known me for about
three months. Kat had known me for almost two years.

When 1 get to this point in the story, most people think
that 1 am exaggerating and seeking attention. I assure you, I
am not. For those of you that need prooC just wait.
It was junior year, right after Hurricane Ike wreaked
havoc on my hometown. I had also just returned from my
grandfather's funeral in Baton Rouge, La. The day consisted
of a mix of cloudy, rainy conditions - typical Lynchburg
weather. I, like an obedient student, was on my way to
When Amanda told Kat what had happened she just
convocation. I'm pretty sure it was a Friday morning as 1 laughed. Not; even just a little laugh, but a big, hysterical
had a speech to give in Communications class right after laugh. To make matters worse (or funnier, depending on
Everyday people commit slight idiosyncrasies, some of
convo. Oh, and 1 was wearing a black dress with cute, black who you are), my old roommate Melody happened to see
which cause the individual to end up tlat on his or her face.
ballet flats.
me. She just had one word for me: Again?!
For the most part, such luck only happens occasionally
So the next time you tail and land hard on your backside
Ordinarily, my keen you're-going-to-hurt-yourself radar
typically on what could be Libeled a "bad day" However,
would have kicked in, blaring warning sirens. 1 guess f in the middle of DeMoss Hall, just remember there is
for a select few, the mishaps occur on a daily basis, making'
was distracted as 1 walked out the tunnel and successfully someone who feels your pain. My advice is to laugh at
them either incredibly unlucky or just plain clumsy
crossed the street illegally following the pack otlike-minded yourselC it s what I do.
LJnfortunatcly tor me, 1 am one ot the tew who spends
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
convocation attendees. Maybe 1 had my iPod on or 1 was
more time on fiat on her back, staring at the sky than
amsullivan3#liberty.edu.
texting and walking, which is never a good combination
standing upnglit. My plight tends ti> make life more
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Obama's oceanic onslaught unveiled
Tim Mattingly
OPINION

EDITOR

In an unprecedented move, President Barack Obama declared war on fish.
"Today we are announcing the expansion of offshore oil and
gas exploration/ Obama said in his speech on March 31.
Prior to Obama's announcement, the United States was
already engaged in a war the White House has dubbed the
"Overseas Contingency Plan." Going under the sea was simply the next logical step. Obama's tatical oil strikes will take
place off the Atlantic and Alaskan coastline, as well as the Gulf
of Mexico, according to the Huffington Post.
However, some critics are questioning the presidents motives, hoping he adheres to his campaign promise of transparency in the new war against fish. But Obama neither planned
to keep his oceanic objective secret, nor did he attempt to sugar
coat it.
"The bottom line is this — given our energy needs, in order
to sustain economic growth and produce jobs and keep our

businesses competitive, we will have to harness traditional
sources of fuel," Obama said.
The president's response came as a smack across the face of
skeptics and supporters alike. In this moment, Obama took on
the title of an oil-marauding, militant leader - an honor usually
reserved for Republican rulers.
As a result, many are already comparing costal-America to
Iraq, saying it is just another "government oil grab." Tlie main
concern is that America is going guns-blazing into the ocean,
unnecessarily endangering under-sea civilian life.
"Expanding offshore drilling in areas that have been protected for decades threatens our oceans and the coastal communities," Executive Director of Greenpeace Phil Radford said,
according to the Hufiington Post.
Through recent actions, Obama made it clear he is willing
to sacrifice Little Nemo, Pori... the whole lot, if need be, in
order to secure some "black gold." However, some conspiracy
theorists are concerned the presidents decision is the result of
a behind-the-scenes Republican power grab.
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"Is this President Obama's clean energy plan or Palin's
drill-baby-drill campaign?" Radford asked, according to the
Hufiington Post.
But the chances of the 'Alaskan Avenger" being involved are
rather slim. And in reality, assaulting the ocean is slightly beneficial for America's economy and energy self-sufhciency
America has a long and expensive history of oil addiction.
In 2008, the United States alone consumed 23'percent of the
petroleum produced in the world, averaging 19.5 million barrels per day according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.
The argument boils down to whether we want to protect
the environment or help our economy - whether we heed the
tears of the Little Mermaid or gain a little more energy independence.
One thing is certain, Ariel better watch her back, because
America is getting a spear gun.
Contact Tim Mattingly at
tmattingly@liberty.edu.
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I'or the lirst tinio in eight years, Virginia will bo recognizing
April as ( onlederate 1 listory Month. (iov. l^ob Mcl )onncll issued this proclamation earlier this week, drawing tremendous
aiul mostly negative media attention.
'I hough many Americans would consider the ('ivil War the
(.larkest chapter tif U.S. history, it was Mcl X^nnell's omission of
any mention ot slavery in his proclamation that drew the most
complaints.

Armi 13. 2010

McDonnell's omission has drawn fire from many US. mcliia outlets as well as the Virginia chapter of the NAACP. The
governor quickly issued a statement saying that his omission
was a mistake and fonrially apologizing to anyone offended by
his error. McDonnell also added a passage to his proclamation,
calling slavery "an evil and inhumane practice," according to his
official press release.
Although some Virginians are quick to forgive their new
governor, others such as Virginia State Sen. Henry Marsh III
are not.

While (!onfederate 1 Iistory Month is new to many Virgin"He has a right to apologize, but I don't accept that as a good
ians, the commemoration was hrst implemented in 1997 by answer because this is a pattern of this governor," Marsh told
Clov CiL.iiv,e Allen and subsequently ended by (iov Mark CNN. "This has happened many, many times so 1 think it's a
Warner, according to the Wishington Post.
question of whether or not lie's sincere or not."

The Governors Proclamation
WHEREAS, April is the month in which the people of Virginia joined the Confederate
States of America in a four year war between the states for independence that concluded at
Appomattox Courthouse; and
WHEREAS, Virginia has long recognized her Confederate history, the numerous civil war
battlefields that mark every region of the state, the leaders and individuals in the Army, Navy
and at home who fought for their homes and communities and Commonwealth in a time
very-different than O U L S today; and
WHEREAS, it is important for all Virginians to reflect upon our Commonwealths shared
history, to understand the sacrifices of the Confederate leaders, soldiers and citizens during the
period of the Civil War, and to recognize how our history has led to our present; and
WHEREAS, it is important for all Virginians to understand that the institution of slavery
led to this war and was an evil and inhumane practice that deprived people of their God-given
inalienable rights and all Virginians are thankful for its permanent eradication from our borders, and the study of this time period should reflect upon and learn from this painful part of
our history; and

Contact Ethan Massey at
ehmassey(a)liberty.edu.

open for people to visit in Richmond today; and
WHEREAS, all Virginians can appreciate the fact that when ultimately overwhelmed by
the insurmountable numbers and resources of the Union Army, the surviving, imprisoned
and injured Confederate soldiers gave their word and allegiance to the United States ofAmerica, and returned to their homes and families to rebuild their communities in peace, following
the instruction of General Robert E. Lee ofVirginia, who wrote that, "...all should unite in honest efforts to obliterate the effects of war and to restore the blessings ofpeace."; and
WHEREAS, this defining chapter in Virginias history should not be forgotten, but instead should be studied, understood and remembered by all Virginians, both in the context
of the time in which it- took place, but also in the context of the time in which we live, and this
study and remembrance takes on particular importance as the Commonwealth prepares to
welcome the nation and the world to visit Virginia for the Sesquicentennial Anniversary of the
Civil War, a four-year period in which the exploration of our history can benefit all;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Robert McDoilnell, do hereby recognize April 2010 as CONFEDERATE HISTORY M O N T H in our COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, and I call
this observance to the attention of all our citizens.
PROVlDEn PER VlKCilNIA.GOV

WHEREAS, Confederate historical sites such as the White House of the Confederacy are
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Sincerity aside, this issue begs the question of whether McDonnell's actions or lack thereof warrant this level ofcriticism.
Despite the controversy that has arisen over McDonnell's
"mistake," the governor's original intention was to promote
tourism in Virginia and to draw attention to the history of the
state, according to ABC News.
lliough the debate that has been sparked by McDonnell's
proclamation is an important one, it should not have any bearing on his ability to lead or on his character. It takes a man of integrity to say that he was wrong and a man ofstrength to stand
behind his beliefs despite what others may think.
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Students invest in Assessment Day
APRIL 13, 2010

Abby Arnibrustcr
NEWS REPORTED

Class and Convocation will be canceled on
Wed., April 14, for Assessnient I lay For the
second consecutive year, all students must partake in surveys and focus groups, as planned by
the departments ofLiberty University
The' idea behind Assessment Day is "to
obtain information to improve the quality ot
education at all levels being offered at liberty
University and to demonstrate how Liberty re views itself for purposes of SACS reaccredidation compliance," according to the Center for
University Excellence.
Some departments will look to their senior
students to provide in-depth answers about
their education at Liberty
"Exit interviews with seniors can have a significant impact on things like future course offerings and even the development of new minors and majors," Associate Dean ot the School
ofArts and Sciences Joe Crider said.
Assessment Day also improves the curriculum, instructional practices and student services on campus,, according to the Center for
University Excellence.
The assessments can help teachers and departments decide which classes to offer and
how the courses should be taught.
"Hopefully we will use it to gauge the preAWAKENING coritmuedfromAl
The Liberty and Justice Rally
will include praise and worship,
celebration, and challenging messages by Lou Engle of The Call to
Conscience, and others. A complete
itinerary of events is available on the
Freedom Federation Web site.
"I think it's important to have a
conference like this, because there is
a new movement I see happening in
America today," Staver said. "People

paredness of our students, as well as the strength
and weakne.sses of our programs and in some
cases of individual courses," Dean ol C!om
munications
William
Gribbin said.
"Tlie
value
ot
assessment lies in
what we do
with the results. What
we learn will
impact
the
courses we
oHer, the way
we
teach
them and the
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offered in the business school, with both pre
test and post test material.
'Analyzing the re.sults of those assessments
will help each department adjust
the teaching in
.specific courses if
it is determined
that
essential
learning
out
comes are not be^
ing achieved," Bell
said.

When students invest in
Assessment Day, they are really
investing in the reputation and
quality of their degree.
— Joe Crider

changes needed to improve them."
Some departnients use focus groups to improve their program, while others will rely on
test and phone interviews.
"Tlirough various forms of assessment, like
exit interviews, focus groups, national standardized tests, surveys and other tools, departments
glean a lot of information that will hopefully result in an always-improving educational product for Liberty sti. ;c:nt,s," Crider said.
Bruce Bell, the Dean of the School of Business, said tests are given to each specialization

are concerned with the threats to
their life, to liberty and to freedom.
People are coming together in a
way that 1 have never seen before. 1
think it's important to have the face
of God's creation come together, to
have all ethnicities and generations
come together to celebrate our faith
and celebrate our freedom."
This event will also be the debut
of the Freedom Federation's new
social networking utility which will

that are effective and areas that need improving," ('rider said.
In .iddition to Helping the priigrams at Lib
erty grow stionger, improvements to the school
aid in students' degrees received from 1 .iberty
'"The institution that grants a dev^ree to a student stays with the student all of their lives: on
lesumes, official documents and applications.
If l.iberty is a stronger university in the years
to ccime because of constant improvements
and developments through things like effe'ctive
assessment, then all
the students who have
i;raduated from this institution benefit," Crider
said.

Some students
from the business
school will be
chosen for a focus group to find
more in-depth answers as to how to improve
the department's class offerings.

All students should participate as much as
they can, according to C.'rider
"Wlien students invest in Assessment Day
they are really investing in the reputation and
quality of their degree. Asse,ssment Day is really
a win tor everyone," C.ritler said.

"The result of all this assessment will be continuous improvement of the school and the
faculty and will provide for the most fulfilling,
challenging and rewarding experiences for our
students," Bell said.

The annual Assessnient Day for all students
began last year and testing for senior students
began in 2008. Information about location and
time schedules during Assessment Day will be
sent to students by each department.

Crider said student participation is essential
to Assessment Day in more ways than one.
"Tlie more students that participate, the
moi'e the departments and the university as a
whole, will get a better, clearer picture of areas

allow affiliated organizations as well
as individual menibers to create their
own blogs, Web sites and events, as
well as find any conservative events
that may be happening in their area
or anywhere in the Nation..
[liberty students are also involved
with the organization of the event.
SGA president Matthew iVIihelic
will be involved in a panel on the
Millennial generation as well as
speaking about the pro-life move-

ment during the Friday night rally
"In recent years most American
Christians have missed the cultural shift taking place because they
have neglected to get involved, or
have been told it is not their place,"
Mihelic said.
"rhe Freedom Federation currently represents more than 30
million Americans. Organizations
involved with the federation include
Liberty University Liberty Counsel,

Contact Abby Armbruster at
aarmbrustcr{f?liberty.edu.

Concerned Women tor America,
Exodus International, Morning; Star
Ministries, 'Teen Pact, NHCLC, the
Conservative Action Project and
the Traditional "Viilues Coalition.
Student interested in attending
The Awakening 2010 can register
for free and find more information
on the Freedom Federation Web
site, Freedomtederation.org.
Contact Tiffany Edwards at
tredwards2^j)liberty.edu.

Saturday •April 17,2010 • 7PM
Thomas Road Baptist Church
1 Mountain View Road, Lyncburg, VA

TICKET PRICES: Artist Circle - $38, Gold Circle - $25, Individual - $20, Group 10+ - $15
AAAIL O R D E R : DC Concert Ministies, 2 Professional Dr., Ste 217, Gaithersburg, MD 20879
Add $1 a ticket for mail order. (A small service fee will apply for VISA and Mastercard.)
PURCHASE TICKETS: Call 800-861-0850 ONLINE: www.eventtickets.net
Tickets also available at local Christian Bookstores, the Barnes 6 Noble bookstore
at Liberty Univeristy and Thomas Road Baptist Church
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Making history:
Liberty to graduate first Masters of History students
Mclinda Zosh

NiWS EDITOR

'Ihirty-fivc years after the first
class graduated at Lynchburg
Baptist College, six people will be
walking across the stage of Liberty
Universitywith Master's Degrees in
history Ihey will be the first graduating class in the program since it
started in 2()()8,
One of those six, Rachel I AWC,
will be the first history graduate
student from Liberty to pursue her
doctoral degree. After three offers,
she chose the University of South
(Carolina. She one of a small percentage of 250 applicants accepted
into the program with funding, according to Director ofthe Graduate
History Program Samuel Smith.

CA t riFiWHI T

LIVING HISTORY — Graduate student Rachel Love is the first history
graduate student from Liberty University to pursue her doctorate
degree in history. She will be pursuing her education at the University of South Carolina in the fall.

Graduate History
Prdgram Facts
• Cost per Credit Hour: $410
• Specializations: American or European History
• Two Tracks: Thesis (30 hours) or Non-thesis (36 hours)
• Deadline: Apply before June 4th financial check-in
• Pre-requlsltles: 18 hours of undergraduate history
courses
• Contact: Dr. Samuel Smith at scsmith4@liberty,edu.

•

,

:

•

.

"While the faculty is committed
to serving Christ, it is also passionate about preparing Christian graduates to compete in the larger secular realm of academia," L.ove said.
Many students who pursue their
master's degrees in history here attended Liberty University as undergraduate students. The department
requires a minimum of 18 hours
of undergraduate classes before
entering the program, according to
Smith.
Jennifer Bolan was an exception. She did not attend Liberty
University as an undergraduate,
and she started her master's degree
at the University of North Florida
(UNF).
"There is a lot of philosophy that
goes into history such as how you approach human nature," Bolan said. 'At
a secular university, it was very post-

modern. f felt alone in the classroom."
One day she searched Liberty's
Web site and learned more about
the program. She prayed about her
decision and transferred, she said.
She has not regretted her decision.
"The professors arc personally interested in your progress and your
research, which is different from a
secular university where you are one
of 100 students," Bolan said. "With a
Christian education, your professors
see their jobs as a mini.stry and they
personally invest in you."
'The program allows students to
transfer six credits from different
universities. Students can choose to
specialize in European or American
history with an emphasis in a thesis
or non-thesis track, Smith said.
josh C^wens chose to study
American history with a thesis track,
which requires writing a 120-page
paper in the second year ofthe program. The thesis track is helpful to
most students who wish to pursue
their doctorates, according to Smith.
"If you can understand colonial
history, you can understand what is
going on today," Owens said. "Most
of us (in the program) are thesis students, and in the end we have probably written close to 1,000 pages
about different books."
Writing research papers is not an
option for students, it is a requirement, but one that most students
see as a benefit, according to Bolan.
Several students have already published their work in academic journals, she said.
History undergraduate student
Brandi Hatfield thought that she

wanted to pursue her ma.ster's degree
at the College ofWilliain and Mary
in Williamsburg, 'V^i., but a weeklong program at the Gilder L.ehrman
In.stitute of American Hi,story in
New York City changed her mind.
She met students from schools like
Yale and Harvard and realized that
Liberty's education was just as competitive and prestigious.
"(The program) confirmed that
Liberty is very rigorous, because
you are encouraged to think biblically yet you still have to learn to
make your own arguments and
support it," Hatfield said, adding
that she will be starting the master's
program this summer.
Internships are optional in the progi'am, but Love, who interned at the
Massachusetts Historical Society encourages students to take advantage
of the opportunities Liberty offers
including academic conferences. She
hopes to teach history at a research
university one day she said.
"I look forward to seeing how
the program will make a difference
in the larger historical community
over the years to come," Love said.
Tlie department also offers eight
graduate assistant positions. The
university pays for 21 credits per
year in addition to an $8,200 stipend, according to Smith.
Ifstudents are interested in applying for the Master's program or applying for a graduate assistant program, they can contact Dr. Smith at
scsmith4(^libertyedu.
Contact Melinda Zosh at
mzosh(®libertyedu.
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Survivor: Panama member visits
Cat Hewett
ASST. N E W S

EDITOR

Survivor cast member Austin
Carty said that when the producers
of the reality show were looking tor
people to join the crew in Panama
For Season 12, they found the most
incompetent young men in the
country
"I am convinced that when looking to cast the young mens tribe, the
producers scoured the entire United
States ot America in search ot the
four most inept, moronic, unprepared men they could find," Carty
said. "Rest assured, they found us."
C^arty was the eighth survivor to
be voted off that year and since his
torch was put out, Carty has published two books.
Carty spoke to members ot liberty chapter of the English Honors
Society Sigma Tau Delta about his
latest book "High Points and Lows:
l,ife, Faith and Figuring it all out,"
Thursday April 8.
Carty read an excerpt from Dostoyevsky's "'Hie Brothers Karam-

azov" to begin the evening. hi this
excerpt a young woman talks to a
priest and tells him that she wants to
be a good servant to those in need,
but could not live with the ingrati
tude.
"It is such a shameful thing to
stand up, especially at a C'hristian
university but 1 relate so much to
that woman because I love the idea
of being a good guy," Carty said. "I
love the idea of being charitable,
philanthropic and helpful and
you know what else 1 love being
thought of as a good Christian, but
only if somebody is going to notice
me."
Carty then told students about his
man-to-man talks with his grandfather. Carty said these talks usually
consisted of conversations about
Disney movies and soccer, but on
one occasion his grandfather got
very serious and challenged Carty
to never sell himself short and to
always believe in something bigger.
Those words, Carty said, became his
mantra when his grandfather died a

tew years later.
C'arty then discussed
his time (>n Survivor:
Panama. C.'arty told students what it was like
tor people to know his
name and have people
stare at him in restau
rants.

"For me, going on
that show was not just
about getting my 15
seconds c)f fame and it
was not )ust about win
ning a million dollars,"
C'arty said. "For me, getting to go on that show
ended up being about
finding out what life
was all about."

('..M I Il:\M' I I
Carty then shared EXILE ISLAND -— Season 12 Survivor cast nnember Austin Carty spoke to Signria
parts of his book with the Tau Delta Thursday about fiis time on the show and his new book,
students in attendance.
"I lere is what 1 believe now," Carty C^arty or his book, visit AustinC^irty
Ihe essays collected in his book read. "There is no answer Tliere is only com.
range from topics like "Saved by the the promise of faitli. In light ofa tragBell" to baseball and the death of edy like f^ruce's one can only cling to
Contact Cm Hewett at
Rev Bruce Hopper, his best friends faith and seek an answer in scripture."
cahevvett((ii|iberty.edu.
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For more information about

Federalist Society: Law and Religion Panel Discussion
Kelly Marvel
NEWS

REPORTER

hi a speech to military members
in 1978, President John Adams said,
"Our Constitution was made only
for a moral and religious people. It
is wholly inadequate to the government of any other."
Tliis statement has been debated back and forth between
world\'iews since Adams made it,
arguing whether the United States
was founded on a Christian background. Adams' words were the focus ofa panel discussion and lecture
sponsored by the Federalist Society
at the Liberty University School of
Law on Friday
Dr. Roger Schultz, dean of Liberty University School of Arts and
Sciences, and Craig Stern, professor
at Regent University School of Law,
spoke to law students, local lawyers
and professors about Adams' words
and the importance of religion in
the founding of the United States.
Stern said the founders knew
that if they wanted to build a strong
gcwernment, they needed to have a
Christian worldview while drafting
the Constitution. President George
Washington believed that government could not stand without morals and religion.
"Of all the dispositions and habits
which lead to political prosperity
religion and morality are indispensable supports," Stern said, quoting
Washington's farewell speech of
1796.
Schultz cemented the point of
Adams' quote by giving his own lecture on the importance of religion

in the founding days of the United
States. He began with a story about
a prayer breakfast in 1954, where
many dignitaries spoke including
former chief justice Bad Warren.
Schultz quoted a passage from Warren's speech that summed up the
main point of the panel discussion.
"I believe no one can read the
history of our country without realizing that the good book and the
spirit of the savior have from the beginning been our guiding geniuses.
Whether we look to the charter of
Virginia or the charter of Massachusetts Bay or the fundamental orders
of Connecticut, the
same objective is ptesent-a Christian land
governed by Christian
principles," Schultz said
quoting Warren.
Schultz referenced
early documents in
American history that
had heavy Christian
influence, including the
Bill of Rights, which
Warren said, "came into
being because of the
knowledge our forefathers had of the Bible
and their belief in it."

without Christian morals and principles and that the C'onstitution was
written with the assumption that
the citizens of the United States had
Christian morals.
In today's society, however, Stern
said that the majority of Americans
do not have Christian morals and,
therefore, the government does not
reflect Christianity either
"It seems that without moral
foundations, without morality without a Christian foundation, without
notions of self-government (and)
without notions of the understandings of civil government, we are
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*F^nc«4l & Lighttsd
*Packagifl| Supplies Avulabk
•Storage Protectiun Available
14616 ForcM Ruad
73l6TimMaic Road
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Macaroni and Cheese • Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans \
Potato Casserole • Corn Pudding
Cole Slaw • Fresh Fruits • Biscuits
Homemade dessert and ice tea included.
All items offered for one inclusive price
dults $13.00 • Children under 12 $6.50. 3 and under FRI
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AAAA Self
Storage
*24 Hr. Access
•Variety of Sim

Contact Kelly Marvel at
krmarvel((i)libertyedu.
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Pork BBQlSaby Back Rlbi«Fried Shrimp
Grilled Ham Steaks. Virginia Pork BBQ • Sliced Roast I
Country Fried Steak * Steamed Shrimp • Prime Rib y

At the end of the lecture, both speakers and
School of Law Profesi F r i v a t « r o o m s a v a i l a b l * for W « d d ) n g Receptio
sor Rodney Chrisman ' ^ Rehearsal Dinners, Birthday a n d Annivarsary
took questions fi-om
Catabrations a n d Business Ratraats.
the audience. Each
Saparata M a n u s Avaiiabla.
panelist concluded that
the United States could
'lim^Sgi 4.;JO "tcOOM Ai'
not have had its strong
beginnings as a nation
iO /1
JtVH'IfneAiuiy M

/l&tey

understanding the current status of
America and that the church should
address this more often.
"I think it's good for Christians
to look at how the founders viewed
the role ofreligion in the state and its
something 1 don't think the church
especially addresses today that we
should address," Heinen said. "Religion does play a key role in our
society and a key role in preserving
liberty."

.Restaurants''
Reception Hall

All inciPiive dinners brouqht to your tablp m
' '',;*1')owls and plattc^rs and sorved-fatnily style

S a / y t a h ^ t o

Lyiichbufg, VA
(434) 2i9-6464

bound to misuse the Constitution,"
Stern said. "It seems the Constitution is fully inadequate for us as a
people falling short."
The Federalist Society was founded on the principles that the state
should exist to preserve freedom,
that the separatiim ofgovernmental
powers is central to the Constitution
and that it is the duty ofthe judiciary
to define and interpret. Tliese principles were key in the discussion of
law and religion. President of the
chapter at Liberty's School of Law
Jason Heinen thought that having the panel discussion was key in

Avoid iOiiitiiT^, CoAim m e.Qt^y
to Co/>^p/»tei lmi\5«*

It

Walden Pond Apartment Homes

(:

IB starting® $524
2B starting ® $598
3B starting @ $755
;{OO EVVee|)ing VVIllow Drive
Lvnehburg, VA 24501
wwvv.WalclenFondLiving.eom
866-9,19-6898
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INTHELIGHT—Liberty AlumnusTobyMac
(left), Skillet (center) and House of Heroes
(right) performed In the Vines Center
during College for a Weekend Saturday.
The concert ushered in the largest CFAW
crowd ever to attend Liberty.

f '

The Mac is Back! TobyMac Reminisces about his time at Liberty
Amanda Sullivan

At the time, this school wasn't
known for being very contemporary.
People thought it was old school and
stuffy, but DC Talk did come out ot
this school. We crafted our sound
out ot here. 1 think this school played
an encouraging role to me wanting to
share my music.

like a lot of it, but I sort of listen to
current pop music.

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Liberty Champion (LC): In
what ways do you work to keep
your music and your ministry
current with changing trends?

LC: How do you feel that
Liberty prepared you for your
ministry?
TM: Obviously Michael (Tait)
and Kevin (Max) played a crucial
role in my lite along with a lot ot
other friends. Most of my deeper
friendships came from going to
school here. Beyond that, just a
foundational Bible knowledge
Old Testament Survey and New
Testament Survey. 1 mean, I've
drawn out of that well my whole life,
not that I'm not still having an ongoing Bible study and opening up
God's word. Those were things that
1 had to memorize and learn, and I
think that knowleclge has gone well
with me.

'IbhyMac (TM): I really try to
write from my life and hopefully my
lite is staying current and relevant. I
try to write the things 1 am feeling,
whether I am struggling with social
things or my own insecurities or my
friends are going through things. 1
have friends who are going through
a divorce
I wrote "You Get Back
Up" for him. So, 1 Hgure if 1 write
about things that are happening in
my lite, then they are current. As
tar as sounds, I'm kind ot a listener.
I love listening to music. 1 love
listening to current music. I'm not
a tanatic about 7()s or 80s music. 1

One ot the things I did here was
I had a dorm representative, and
I gave each of them a box with 30
cassettes. They got to keep one, and
they had to sell the other 29.1 sold
a ton oftapes here, and we took that
money and put back into recording more music. There are so many
things that I learned here about how
to advance my music and ultimately
advance God using my music.
LC: What is your fondest
memory of Dr. Fahvell?
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Contact Amanda Sullivan at
amsullivan3@libertyedu.
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To read the rest of the interview,
visit Libertyedu/Champion.

LC: In what ways is it difficult
to balance family and touring?
TM: It is difficult, but I make

iiiL riiiriiiLiVi!«y
Because our I aiih niauers...Because our 1 reedoiii

every etfort. When you write a lyric
like "I wanna be daddy who's in the
mix," you put yourself out there for
accountability I would hate to look
up 10 years from now and be that
dad that was never there. That's a
nightmare for me, so I really work
hard to be there. 1 actually changed
the way I record. Most people
record from 1 in the afternoon to 3
in the morning because that's when
you're most creative, but I started
recording from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. a
long time ago. So I'm home at the
dinner table with my wife and kids
every night.

TM; I remember once that
Jonathan had a party at the Falwells
home, and we went over. We
brought a sound system, so DC
Talk actually performed in Dr Jerry
Falwell's backyard. I just remember him coming over to us, and
he would hit you pretty hard — it
wasn't like a light tap. He kind of
slapped us on the head and said,
"You boys are pretty good, doing
your thing." It was funny I tell people often that when we tirst graduated and went on the road, people
were like "You came from Liberty?
Did people know what you were
doing?" I said, "We played in Jerry
Falwell's backyard, man."
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Students display
their designs
fashion show
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JOEL

COLEMAN

PAINT BALLIN'— T h e Liberty Flames p a i n t b a i l t e a m c o n c l u d e d its season after finishing t h i r d in t h e N k i o n a l C o l l e g i a t e Paintball Association c h a m p i o n s h i p
t o u r n a m e n t h e l d in L a k e l a n d , Fla.
Nathan Brown
SPORTS

REPORTER

He looks to the left, right and then left

O n e to the left: 10 yards. Two together on the

shoot left. W h e n he does, pop out of the right

right. Lefty is burning ammo furiously O n e of

side and stitch him in the side. Ready?

the Eighties stops firing. A new stream slams

again. He's pinned down behind his bunker

into his bunker from further on the right.

University, Fuix Saechao and his team of guys

They split up and are coming in for the kill.

live for this stufii!

"Delta, Delta, S-3, S-3." He hears a groan as
the man next to him is slammed with enemy
rounds. McCready is down.

Think. Think. "I have to lose these guys. I
have to live."

comes with it," Saechao said.
"One minute!" is the call from the referee.

left. That will make Lefty follow me with his

Teams on both side of the paint-soaked field

He is the only one left with at least three

ammo. He'll miss. The Eighty on the move

rush to check air-levels in their gun's tanks,

men spraying ammo at him less than twenty

will try to flank. Duck behind the low bar-

toggle their double-triggers to get the rest-

yards away. Training kicks in. H e takes a deep

rier, pop up once, and go back down to draw

lessness out of their itchy trigger hands and

breath to steady his breathing. Inhale.

a m m o — that'll tell me where he is. Move

review strategy both mentally and verbally

cover to cover and hit Lefty as he's reloading.

gulates the position of his opponents based

O n e guy left. He hasn't moved. Leave my foot

on where their rounds are hitting his bunker.

out on the left side of the bunker to make him

PRELlMfNARY

RoUND

"I play paintbair because of the rush that

First move: run to the low bunker to the

His mind is now clear as he mentally trian-

RESULTS

Relax, it's just paintball. Here at Liberty

as a torrent of ammunition flies over him. He
takes the opportunity to reload.

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

"Thirty seconds!" More air-checks, more

SECOND

ROUND

SEMIFINAL

LIBERTY

ROUND

FINISHED

THIRD

OVERALL.

toggling, more reviewing.
P A I N T B A L L continued on BS

Making strides with Chloe Mcintosh
The players climbed down

Smith pitches Lady
Flames to victory

the slippery hill and onto the
field one by one and began
warming up for throwing practice. According to Denham, it'

After splitting a double header on Friday the Lady Flames
came out determined to win the final game of their weekend

cause there was still snow and

series with conference rival Charleston Southern on Satur-

ice covering their field. The team

day Junior pitcher Tiffani Smith, who struck out nine Buc-

formed lines and ran drills —

caneers to help secure a 5-1 victory pitching in relief, led the

with an occasional loose ball

Lady Flames.
"We had to pull out a victory today and we just went out

The team was late to its practice on the snow-covered field
because their Pilates instructor

Liberty got on the board first in the top of the first inning with a single by junior Ashley Bensinger that scored

regimen for collegiate athletes,

senior J'nae Jefferson. Erin Kegley tied the game for Charles-

Denham explained that Pilates

ton Southern by driving in a run with a double. The Lady

focuses on core muscles and is a

Flames added three runs in the fourth inning to take the lead

good upbeat change fi'om regu-

and never look back.

Women's lacrosse may be as

to give Liberty a 4-1 lead. Baisden scored again in the fifth

new to Liberty as it is to some

inning fi:om a single by junior Cassie Hendrix to cap off

of the players, like sophomore

the scoring for the Lady Flames. Charieston Southern only

midfielder

managed one run on three hits from the Lady Flames.

Chloe

Mcintosh.

Sharing her original intentions

"(Smith) came in and in five and a third innings she had

ofwalking onto the Lady Flames

nine strikeouts, gave up no hits and was just in complete
nothing with her That's what we needed her to come in and

another completely unexpected_

just shut them right down, she did a great job," Head Coach

Liberty women's Division I

"They're late." Regan Den-

lacrosse team, D e n h a m has

seasoned athletes and some

ham seemed a little antsy as

had to start from scratch.

players still figuring out how door opened.

she tried to figure out what

She had to find and gather

to hold their crosse (the

was keeping her players. As

talent sufficient enough to

stick).

KelseyHuff

head coach of the debut
REPORTER

Sophomore Jenny Law drove in two runs with a single
after sophomore Meredith Baisden scored on a wild pitch

form' a respectable squad, basketball team, the lacrosse
which started out with some novice told how one door shut,

CONTRIBUTING

day and we only had one game to play so we just left it all out
,, on the field," said Smith.

had kept the players too long.

tioning.

MAC ATTACK — C o - c a p t i a n C h l o e M c i n t o s h p l a y e d a n integral p a r t in t h e Lady
Flames inaugural season after m a k i n g t h e transition f r o m basketball t o lacrosse.

there and played hard like we knew we could. It was a new

Although not a usual training

lar strength training and condi-

MABES

REPORTER

was about all they could do be-

rolling onto the snow.

CHRIS

Ryan Carr
SPORTS

L A X continued on B5

command of the game the whole way They did absolutely

Paul Wetmore said.
S O F T B A L L continued on BS
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Semenyna leaves mark on Liberty hockey
down."
Semenyna went on to have tour consecutive 60 plus point seasons while racking up at
least 2 0 goals a season. F le was among the top
scorers every year, despite playing as a dcfensenian. He was presented numerous awards
while leading the Liberty Flames to the final
four of the ACHA National Tournament in
2008.

Ry.iii Walter
SPORTS REPORTFR
Al 6 lodt 4 .iiul 21)0 [Huinils, llircc time All
Amcik.tn I )avo Scmcnyii.i has been the hiee
i)| I iheiiy I lovkey the [\ist (our yeais, I Icnv
ever, atler lalking to hiiii you would not know
il. Always Willi a wide smirk ready to crack a
loke at an\- nioment, one would never guess
he was the 1 .iherty Maines leading scorer three
out of loui years.

However, his fondest moment of Liberty Hockey had nothing to do with his own
achievements,
"My best memory was our mission trip to
Russia," Semenyna said. "I could tell it was going to be something that would not only impact us but the people we came into contact
with."

I |ust love flaying hockey," Semenyna said.
I love everything about it."
I he graduating seniors love ol the game
has always been his hnus. 'Ihis passion dates
back to his earliest moments of skating on his
backyard rink matle by his father in the small
town of Rimbey, Alberta, Canada. His fondest memories as a chikl were going to the rink
with his parents, 1 )enis and I ,ouis, and getting
a chance to play hockcy
'"Ihey always supported me. My mom and
my dail would always drive me to practice and
early games," Semenyna saitl. '"I hey put in a lot
of time and money."
Cirowing up, Semenyna playetl on various
small town teams. One team in particular, near
'a native reserve, lined him up with the likes of
Adam HufTalo and C!la)' PiHts. However, it
came time fx>r Semenyna to get serious about
hockey and no one else supported him like his
dad.

Lie was quick to also point out that the fans
who packed the LaHaye Center every weekend made every game memorable. He was
a self proclaimed supporter that Liberty fans
are the best fl^ns in the league.

Fiioio PiU)Vii)i;n
SENSATIONAL SEMENYNA — Dave Semenyna scored 69 points, 26 goals
and 43 assists in his final season for the Liberty Flames hockey team.

"1 le would always support me," Semenyna beautiful west coast province of British Cosaid of"his father. "Ide made it easy on me to lumbia, Canada. He had an illustrious junior
hockey career playing for the Penticton Panmake some decisions."
thers
and Victoria Salsa of the BCHL. Howf-or all the time and money Semenyna's
ever,
after
a disappointing season at the age of
parents invested, they had to watch him leave
20,
he
pondered
quitting hockey for good.
home his senior year of high school to play
in
fact,
before
coming to l.iberty, Semenyhockey in Saskatchewan, Canada. Living six
na
had
hung
up
the
skates. He took a year off
IKHII S from home was not easy for Semenyna
to
try
and
test
life
after
hockey, but it did not
either.
suit
him
well.
"At first, I was nervous. I didn't know one
"Hockey has always been soniething I enperson who went there," Semenyna said. "1 he
joyed,"
Semenyna said. "It keeps me having
first week on the dorm was lonely Then I got
fun."
into football and hockcy and got to know
Semenyna was invited three weeks before
some of the guys."
the
start of the school year to go to Liberty
After high school, Semenyna left for the

and try out for the team. It was not obvious
that he would be the cornerstone of Liberty
Hockey when he first stepped on the ice at the
l.aHaye Ice Center
"I got here a week late for class and out of
shape," Semenyna said. "1 came into a situation I didn't have a clue about."

"Tlie fans would show up and go insane
and get the other teams rattled," Semenyna
said. "We could always rely on them to give us
a boost,"
Yet, it was not the fans or hockey team that
impacted Semenyna the most during his stay
at Liberty It was at Liberty where he found
purpose and direction in his life.
"It's made me not panic about the future
and taught me to follow God's will," Semenyna said. "If I work hard and put first what God
wants me to do, that will be the best thing for
my life."

As a senior this year graduating in May, Semenyna will truly have to test his conclusion.
One thing is for sure — the imprint he left on
After one season, both Semenyna and the the Liberty Hockey program will be a lasting
Liberty Flames hockey club knew that they one.
had a shot at winning with him as the back"Playing hard and working hard for the
bone.
team was always my goal," Semenyna said.
'After the first year, I thought we could have "Everything else was a bonus."
won every year," Semenyna said. "I went from
being out of shape and 20 pounds overweight
Contact Ryan Walter
to getting serious. I didn't want to let the team
at rmwalter^libertyedu.
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Student
Activities

Track steals show at Classic

Lacrosse loses
in Detroit
Haniel Martinez

C'hris McNair
SPORTS REPORTER

'Hie Uberty FLimcs track and field
team and tlie sun had one thing in
common this past Saturday afternoon
they both shone bright. On
a beautifully sunny day in Lynchburg,
Va., both the men's and women's
teams performed in blazing fashion,
breaking records and earning firstplace honors in numerous events at
the Merrill Lynch Track and Field
Classic held at Shellenberger Field on
the campus of Lynchburg College.
On the women's side, senior Jamie
Watson did something no one has
been able to do in almost two decades. She broke the 18-year-old record in the 400-meter dash, formerly
held by Gina Turner who clocked a
54.68backonAprilll,1992.

SPORTS REPORTER

"Hie Michigan native broke the
record in easy fashion, clocking a
54.12 to break the record. f4er time
now ranks No, I in the Big South and
28th in the nation.

Seeing their first on field actiiMi in two
weeks, the Liberty University Lady Flames la
crcisse team was tlemorali/ed earh- in a tough
loss Saturday afternoon at the hands of Uni
versify of Detroit Titans 'fhe Titans used their
home field advantage to easilv take the contest
by a final score of 1 -5.

Watson was not the only Lady
Flame to excel in Saturday's competition, The Lady Flames won first place
in several other events including the
women's hammer competition, hurdles, 4 X 100 relay, 800-meter race,
and three of the four jumping events.
Junior Melinda Bendik improved on
her own record with a mark of 179-2 in
the women's hammer competition,
which was nearly four feet better than
her previously set record of 175-4. She
went even flirther and captured the discus title with an impressive 133-2 toss.
TBACK

continued on B4

Li;s S( iioi F'i:K
SPLASH LANDING — The Lady Flames are looking to
secure their first outdoor championship since 2007
after a strong showing at t h e Merrill Lynch Track and
Field Classic over t h e weekend.

Tennis rallies for win over Gardner-Webb
Pete Sawyer
SPORTS REPORTER

The men's tennis team extended their current win streak
to five games when they handed
Radford their first conference
loss in three years on Saturday,
4-3.
"This was the biggest win Liberty men's tennis has ever had,"
Flames coach Chris Johnson
said. "Tnis catapulted us into the
running for first place."
Radford had won 40 out
of their last 41 matches. The
Flames improved to 3-1 in the

four of the five contested singles
points.
Jordan Jenkins won the number one match against Erica
White. Nadia Solomon-Burgess
won the No. 2 match against loana Opnea. Carol Lobel defeated
Rita Gouveia in the No. 3 match.
Hannah Fick defeated Runia
Hutterli in the No. 5 match.

clinched the game with his win
over Zach Watson.
Flames
freshman Siim Tuus defeated
Ivan Salec in the No. 1 singles
match, and Simpson defeated
Paul Boslet in the No. 4 match.

conference and 11 -7 overall.
The Flames won the doubles
point as senior Chad Simpson
and sophomore Giancarlo Lemmi teamed up to take the No. 2
match against Zagk Watson and
Paul Boslet. Flames Senior Juan
Reyes and Louis Steyn defeated
Igor Ogrizek and Erik Finkenbrink in the No. 3 match.

"I think we've been playing
better ever since spring break,"
Steyn said. "Everybody's been
much more together."

"It gives you a lot of confidence winning the doubles
point," Steyn said.
Liberty got the three singles
points it needed. Steyn played
the No. .5 singles match and

In women's action, the Lady
Flames defeated Gardner-Webb
Friday, 4-3.
Gardner Webb took the doubles point but the Lady Flames
rallied and were able to take

Tlie Lady Flames improved to
5-13 with the win.
Contact Pete Sawyer at
psawyer(®libertyedu.

'fhe Lady flames entered the game with
a record of 1 -8, playing theii' first game since
March 28, and they may have been a little
rusty The 'I'itans put the hurt on early, with
midfielder Hmily Boissonneault scoring just
over two minutes into the contest, and the
rest of the team folknving her to the net. A parade of her teammates scored over the next 15
minutes, running the score to 1 i -0, until Lady
Flames team captain Kristin Crowley shot
one past the L)etroit goalie with 12 minutes
left in the half The first half ended with Liberty facing a difficult 14-1 dehcit.
While they turned up the defense (allowing just five more goals) aiul scored three consecutive goals in a four-minute span, the Lady
Flames could not recover from the steep hrst
half deficit, dropping by a final score of 19-5.
Sophomore Anna Starling led the Lady
Flames with two goals, including both of Liberty's last two in the game. Crowley sophomore Chloe Mcintosh, and sophomore Anna
Hornick each scored one apiece for the visitors.
Anna Eidem led all scorers with four goals,
and three Titans recorded hat tricks in the
contest.
Tlie loss dropped the Lady Flames to 1 -9
in their inaugural season. Their next game is
against another conference opponent, Presbyterian, in South Carolina Saturday
Contact Daniel Martinez
at dpmartinez(cj)libertyedu.
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3 STEPS TO YOUR
POST-9/11 Gl BILL BENEFITS
The Post-9?lT Gl Bil! p r o v i d e s vets great e d u c a t i o n
benefits, but YOU .must take actiorvto e n s u r e the
asstsianc.e y o u d e s e r v e is paid, in a timely fashion.,.
Foitow-these steps to simplify the p r o c e s s and help
VA expedite your benefit p a y m e n t s .
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GET

BENEFITS

S TEP
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Revtevv y o u r benefit o p t i o n s o n l i n e
at www.gfbill,va.gov.

!

Submit your application

t

VA F o r m 22-1990 or 22-1990E.

Text G J B I L L to 9 9 7 0 2 or visn
v y w w . g i b i l l . v a . g o v for m o r e information.

STEP

After y o u have er^roHed m a s c h o o l , c h e c k w i t h
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'Itiings went I,ihcrty's w.iy
(Ml the mens suic nl things ,is
well on S.ituici.iy .iftenidon,
t(Mii Jillerent I .iherty men
liiiislietl in lirvt plate, I I K I U C I
iiiv', two ninncis and two held
event athletes
I reshmen are not typieally
known lor outrunning sea
son sprinters, hut Liberty's
Amlre Washington did just

that Saturday afternoon, t.ik
ing lirst plaec in both the 200
and 400 meter dash events,
posting seasim hest times in
hotli races.
junior ('larence Petwcll
boostetl himself on the na
tional scale, winning the triple
)ump with a season-best .SOl.",S, which puts him at No.
28 in the nation. Powell also

earned second place honors
in the high jump with 6 10.75.
[he hurdles belonged to
I iberty as well Saturday alter
noon and junior C ,'hris} lerbst
led the way in both races. \ le
notched a 14,"7 in the 110
hurdles prelims and won in
the linai with a solid 14.94.
The Mames deadly quartet
of C'hris johnson, ("hris Best,

Isaac Wendland and Jordan
Bright made its triumphant
return to the track Saturtiay,
winning the final event, the
4 X 400 relay, with an impres
sive winning time of .V21.
After shining in this com
petition, the Flames and
Lady Flames will now gear
up for the 20 iO [?ig .^outh
'['rack (k Field C'hampion

1 I

2010

ships in C'harieston, S.C".
Tlie three-day meet begins
Thursday at 10 a.m The men
will be seeking their fourth
straight outdoor title, while
the women will look to win
their first outdoor champion
ship siru e the 200~ season,
C Aintact C liris McNair at
c)mctiair(((^Iibertyedu.

Baseball
batters
Radford
Axel C ATny
SPORTS REPORTER

l.iberty went on the road this
past week as they traveled to
Norfolk, Va., on Tuesday to
square of! against the Old
L')ominion Monarchs and
concluded the week with a
three-game weekend series
at Radford.

BETTER BOWLING NAME:

"File Flames opened up the
contest at Old [')ominion
with a seven-run first inning
and never looked back. The
offensive battle ended in favor of Liberty 12-9, thanks
in large part to a season-high
21-hit effort from the Flames
that saw every starter get at
least one hit in the contest.
Curran Redal, Tyler Bream
and 1^1. Jimenez had three
hits apiece, contributing to
the overall effort. With the
win. Liberty moved to 19-9
on the season, while Old Dominion fell to 13-19.
Liberty starter Cameron
Ciiatinini picked up the win
for Liberty, ^ improving his
overall record to 2-1 on the
season. Monarch's starter,
Phil McCarthy did not
make it out of the first inning
against the dominant Flame
offense, but still took the loss
to fall to 0-2.

f ••

getusc.com

W'Si

On
Friday,
Liberty
jumped on the board in the
top the first once again at
the RU Baseball Field, in
Radford, Va., but the real
highlight of the game would
end up coming from starting pitcher Shawn Teufel.
With a 10-3 Flames victory,
the Liberty left-handed ace
ran his record to 6-1 on the
season after tossing eight innings. During those eight
innings, Teufel only gave
up three runs on eight hits,
while racking up a careerhigh 10 strikeouts.
The Flames took the second game of the series at
Radford, with a 3-1 victory
6n Saturday
In what would end up being a tight pitchers duel, the
Flames scored two of their
three runs in a top of the first
outburst once again. Allowing only one run over 5 1/3
innings work, Liberty starter
Keegan Linza ran his record
to a Big-South leading 7-0.
Freshman Josh Richardson closed out the contest
for Liberty, tossing 3 2 / 3
inning of shutout relief, and
picking up his third save. Tyler Bream led the Flames offense with two hits.
The Flames wrapped up
the third game of the series
against Radti)rdwith a 7-6 victory to complete the sweep.
Liberty improves to 22-9
overall and 0-3 in the Big
South

fm taoaam cidtm tusaiwi contbawt vdk»,teid»id Pa

by typiMl US. Gitttte cui^MWs. Olhir«antU«»4PD^ Sii t i m lar Mails. 02009 Ui. Cifliilir.

Contact Axel Cerny
at axelcerny(ti>gmaii.com.
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LAX continuedfrom BI
After prayerltil consideration, Mcintosh
spent several months including her summer
training and preparing for basketball tryouts.
She enjoyed playing in high school as well as
intramurals here at Liberty It didn't hurt her
chances that she is a kinesiology major and a
"natural athlete" according to fellow teammate
and co-captain sophomore Kristin Crowley
Shortly after the basketball tryouts, she received two calls, The first was a decline from
the basketball coach. She recalled her thoughts
after the short conversation on the phone.
"Okay Lord, what does this mean? I know
you wanted me to pursue this and to train,"
Mcintosh said.
Later that same day the second call came.
It was an invitation from the lacrosse coach,
Denham, who observed the basketball tryouts to scout potential players.
"If (Mcintosh) was good at basketball, she

would definitely be a naturally gixul fit for
lacrosse," Denham said.
The rest is history Mcintosh decided to
put all of her hard work to use in a different
way, one she never would have expected,
"never in a million years."
'
Known for her work ethic and coachability Mcintosh was nominated as a captain by her teammates, even though she had
never picked up a lacrosse stick prior to this
fall. She acknowledged that hei' conditioning level played a part in being able to display
leadership on the field.
"She takes extra time outside of practice to
make sure she understands. The other players
look up to her because she is constantly working hard and never gives up," Crowley said.
C^ontact Kelsey LIuff at
kehuff((?'libertyedu

j 2 i out for
'At nationals we
broke out once and I
got shot by my own
teammate in the back.
My own teammate
shot me in the back,"
Saechao jokes.
By himself and outnumbered, he had to
make something happen. And he did. He
took out Lefty and
both Righties, tagged
TRIGGER HAPPY— Fuix Saechao targets his opponent.
the opponent's wall
PAINTBALL continuedfrom Bl
"Ten seconds!" All unnecessary activity and scored a point for Liberty University
"I want to lose the other person. I want
stops. An arrhorn sounds the start of the match.
Immediately, the thunderous roar of 150 them to think I'm here when I'm over there.
rounds a second fills the crisp mountain air. Make them play your game."
Saechao's flworite part of paintball?
"Within the first six seconds of the match al"Shooting people," he laughs.
most 1,000 rounds have been spent. By the
Relax, it's just paintball.
time the match is over, Saechao willhave
quarter-sized bruises to remind him he
should have stayed put.
" I started off in wood-ball and got hooked
on (speedball) because of the speed, the
intensity, the rush. You're one person on a
team that can do something," Saechao said.
Enemy fire isn't all Saechao has to watch

Contact Nathan Brown at
nbrown4(®libertyedu.

SOFTBALL cmtinucdfroi uBl
(.^n Friday Liberty started
off the scries right with a con
vincing shut out win over the
Buccaneers in the first game
of the doubleheader Smith
picked up her first of two victories on the weekend by a score
of .VO. Smith struck out 10
Buccaneers and only surren
dered two hits and two walks
in the contest.
With a 1-0 lead in the sev
enth inning the Lady Flames
added some insurance after
sophomore jenny Law singled
to score a run. A second run
crossed the plate after a throwing error by the rii;ht fielder
Charleston Southern picked
up their only win of the weekend on Friday in the second
game of the doubleheader with
a 5-4 defeat ofthe Lady Flames.
Megan Hall tripled in the third
inning to score three runs and
give the Buccaneers an early
3-2 lead led the Buccaneers.
Charleston Southern added
another run later in the inning
to extend the lead to 4-2.

t,i.s S i mil l u

HARDBALL — Tiffani Smith pitched 12 1/3 shutout
Innings in the Lady Flames t h r e e - g a m e series against
Charleston Southern with 19 strikeouts in t w o games.

inning but the Lady Flames
quickly responded the next
inning. In the bottom of the
fifth Law smacked a double
with the bases loaded to score
In the top ofthe fourth, Lady two runs. Bensinger walked
Flames sophomore Kaylee to load the bases back up for
West hit a solo home run to Liberty
cut the lead to one run. LibWith one out sophomore
erty tied the game up in the Kelly Strickland knocked her
top of the sixth with a single by first career grand slam out of
sophomore Bridgett Woods the park for her tenth home
that scored junior Amber De- run of the season to give the
Pasquale from third base. In Lady Flames a 6-5 lead,
the final inning Charleston
"The only thing I could try
Southern scored the winning to think of was base hit, base
run with two outs after Kegley hit and then there it went,"
grounded a ball to third that hit said Strickland,
ofl^the glove ofWoods.
The Spartans tied the game
Earlier in the week the Lady
Flames played host to UNC
Greensboro in a doubleheader
Tlie Spartans looked primed to
run away with the game after
taking a 5-0 lead in the fourth

in the seventh inning after
Smith walked a batter with
the bases loaded to send the
game into extra innings.
Each team plated a run in
the eighth inning to keep the

score knotted up at seven. In
the top ofthe ninth inning the
Spartans again jumped out to
large lead with a grand slam
of their own from Katie Stripling, Tlie Lady Flames however did not go down quietly
['railing 11-"/, Bensinger
singled to score Jefferson
from third to bring the I.ady
Flames closer With two
outs L")ePasquale hit a two
run homer to bring Liberty
within a run of the Spartans,
Tlie Lady Flames were unable to continue the rally and
dropped the opening game
bya final of 11-10
Contact Ryan Carr at
rnicarr2(a)libertyedu.
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Wedding bells chime
but cost a few dimes
P i i o r o PRoviijfin

Many young couples are getting married
while still in college, which begs the question
whether these students are financially stable
enough to be married and still attend school.

financial planning to make marriage work
tiuring school.
Matthew and Amanda Bixler met at
Liberty and were married in May
'llicy have been living in Lynchburg while
Amanda finishes her undergraduate degree
and Matthew starts his master's degree. 'Iliey
tlid not hnancially plan for their marriage after
tliey were married
they started months
before the big day

According to the Liberty University
Registrar's Ofhce, laberty has .'^12
undergraduate students who arc married.
Most ot these students are seniors about to
receive their bachelor's degrees.

" Before we got married, we both didn't have
jobs, so we saved up to pay for all expenses for
four months, hoping that in that four months
time C lod would provide Matthew with a full ^ : . ^ r o u b l e f i n a n d a l l y ; ; . . , . time job, and he did," Amanda Bixler said.

•fhere are a lot of financial issues that are
facing couples totlay tliat have nothing to do
with the cost of college tuition.
C Couples have to find an affordable place to
live and furnish their homes, 'f hey have to buy
food, pay bills and go back and forth to work.
Students also have tuition and other costs
associated with school.

I'o make tlicir marriage successful, the
Bixlers have a plan on how they spend and
save their money
" We really have a budget, but we use the
first jxiycheck of the month to pay all the
bills, and then we use the second paycheck
to put 10 percent of the month's income into
savings and 10 percent to tithe. Then we try to
live frugally and not spend the rest," Amanda
Bixler said.

K.itic Marvel
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

RiiigM'heck. I Xitc? (.'hcck. Bridesmaids?
C'hcck, Mowers? (Iieck, PressC.'heck.
Aparlmcnts? (Iicek.
Iliploma? Wait, a
diploma?

Students have debated the issue for many
years, lights go on in dorms every semester
on whether it is a good idea to get married
while the couple is still in school.
When asked about the choice of whether
marriage is a good decision to make while
in school, many students at laberty said no.
However, a lot of students said that it may
work.
"i think the bottom line is, if'a couple rushes
into marriage without the means to support
themselves, that is unwise. Flowever, many
people work and do school at the same time.
I know several people that work, do school,
and are married and are having the time of
their lives," junior l.eisa Kozeboom said.
'•'[here's no set standard that works for
everybody, but for marriage and college to
work at the same time, the couple has to be
mature and should have already mapped out
their finances," senior Blythe Alsbrook said.
Many couples have the maturity and the

Most churches require couples to go
through marriage counseling. Marriage
counselors have experience in all parts of
marriage and have been in the students' shoes
before. Couples should ask their counselors
for advice on how to budget their money.
"There are many resources online and in
Christian bookstores that help flesh out the

struggle. Tliere are many costs that students
do not foresee and that can hurt them.
According to Fluff, there are nine basic
needs for which a couple should save for.
They include living costs, rent/housing costs,
insurance costs, medical costs, transportation
costs, schooling costs, and food.

Another thing that engaged couples need
to think about months before the wedding
is building a cash reserve so that when
emergencies occur, they have money to
fall back on. Emergencies for a cash reserve
include car repairs, sickness, appliance
^ repair and job loss. Tliis is essential because
emergencies happen, and they do not need to
put a couple into debt, according to Fiuff

"If couples cannot live on an^^ i
>iam6unt less than 60 percent of;;,
their net pay, they will get into\
^^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ W c k Huff

manual part of putting together a spending
plan (or) budget. I still fall back on items
developed by L.arry Burkett and Crown
Financial Ministries," Huffsaid.
Students who are engaged can start out
successfully if they plan for their marriage
before it happens.
Huff gave many tips tor engaged couples
that plan to get married before graduating.
"Engaged cciuples ... should review their
current financial status - what they own,
owe, spending patterns, linancial knowledge
and what they believe the Lord expects of
them individually and as a couple," Fluff said.

Many couples like Matthew and Amanda
can make their marriage work without
professional help, but for couples that might
need a little extra help planning their finances,
financial planners are always there to help.
Wealth Manager for Lkiff Stuart & Carlton
in Forest, Va., Rick Fluff, said that married
students need to apply the 10/10/10/10/60
plan tor their budgeting system.

Liberty pole vauiter Justin Savini and
Liberty soltball player J'nae Jefferson met
during their first week at Liberty and are
getting married this summer. Tliey have been
getting help with their finances for cjuite some
time through business partners.

This plan is a budget that takes the income
of the couple and breaks it into percentages.
The first four equal 40 percent of the couple's
income. This isTor tithing, building up a cash
reserve for short term needs, retirement
plan funding
IRAs or work related living

"We are involvecf with a business team that
endorses and markets for Amway Global,
and we receive direct linancial counsel from
couples who are in life where we desire
to be financially, and we listen and learn
from people that are where we want to be
financially" Savini Said,

expenses - and saving for long term needs.
'Hie last 60 percent is lor living expenses.
"If couples cannot live on an amount less
than 60 percent of their net pay they will get
into trouble financially," Fluff said.

If the couple c^oes not talk about this on
their own, a premarital counselor will most
likely bring it up. Fluff encourages students to
take advantage of classes offered at churches
for engaged couples.
Another important thing that a couple
must decide who wall be paying the bills.
"The couple should resolve to jointly
determine tlieir spending plan, then decide
who should be responsible for the day to day
financial operations, such as bill paying. (It)
does not matter who actually does it, as long
as both agree how and what should be done,"
Huffsaid.
Huff then explained that the most
important first step in getting a couple's
finances ready for marriage is handing the
situation over the Lord.
"The next step is to formally turn over
their lives as a couple, their possessions and
resources for the Lord to use as He directs.
"When this is done, the linancial issues are
the Lord's. Stress, worry and anxiety are
eliminated," Huff said.
Contact Katie Marvel at
klmarvel(a)libertyedu.

Although students successfully make it
through school while married, it can be a

Upcoming Events

April 12 ''Vietnamese Dinner"
Reber Thomas Dining Hall
5r00PM-7:30PM

Vietnamese & Thai
Dinner!

Conne and join us! There will be
plenty of excitement this month as
we celebrate the flavors of World
Renowned Chef, Restaurateur and
Cookbook Author Mai Pham. Enjoy new flavors and enter for your
chance to win a copy of Chef Mai
Pham's world famous cookbook!

Don't have a nneal plan?
We've got your solution!
Enjoy total flexibility when
you eat!

czinch
fMipAMf wiy to (fim m

April 12, Reber Thomas Dining Hall

Want to receive special discounts?
Sign up for

amfH/t!

Get a FREE resident dining
meal for every three you
purchase.

Here's how it works...
•

Ask the cashier for a 5 0 % off coupon and use it
on your first trip to Reber Thomas, then they will
give you your Cinch Membership Card.

•

Every t i m e you purchase a meal in Reber Thomas,
just present your CINCH Membership Card to our
cashier for a special CINCH stamp.

Receive exclusive, valuable promotions and
offers, only sent to nnyDtxt.com members!

•

For every three meals you purchase at full price,
you'll qualify for a fourth meal ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Save time and money with up-to-date
discounts at your favorite campus dining
location(s)!

•

The best part is that after you complete your
Membership Card (nine meals purchased), you
then qualify for a special 2 0 % discount on all
future trips to Reber Thomas.

Dtxt

THE DINING COIMNeCTlON
vv Is/i:

iU)

y'v)ll

J

I '

Never miss a great deal again! The best offers
go directly to you!
Simple, Fast 8i Secure!
Completely FREE!
Opt-out at anytime.

facebook

I

SET CREATION — T y s o n Long works on sets for the upcoming theatre production, "The Scarlet Pimpernel."

Creating Scenery: Tyson Long
Karissa Sechrist
FEATURE

REPORTER

Tyson Long has been bringing the stage
to life through sets, lighting and technical
effects as the Technical Director for the
Liberty University Theatre Department
since 2007.
Long is currently working on "The Scarlet
Pimpernel," which will open on April 16.
"The most stressful part is making sure
that everything gets done and that all ot the
details are covered," Long said.
From the basic idea of the set to the
moment it is completed, Long works many
houts each week to be ready for every show.
He also oversees students in everything from
carpentry to painting as the set is assembled.
"I have learned how much work it really is

to create a set for a show. It takes all kinds ot
strength and abilities," senior Jodi Orndorff
said. "(Long) has shown me that being a hard
worker and putting in the tinie really does
pay off to create a rewarding experience."
Long's job requires him to work creatively
and quickly under pressure.
"On the Sunday night before the final week
of rehearsal for 'An Inspector Calls" Professor
Neal Brasher and I decided that the current
set would not work for the show. I went
home that night and completely re-designed
the set, getting it approved by noon the next
day and re-building the basic set by 5 p.m. —
just in time for rehearsal," Long said.
Long began his theater career in fifth
grade at the small private school he attended.
Each year, the principal ot the school would

involve all ol the students in the spring play
Long painted sets and helped out wherever
he could. Later on, he and his family moved
to Ohio, where Long was put in charge of his
school's drama productions in eighth grade.
Long later attended Pensacola Christian
College and then Bob Jones University
where he received his master's degree in cinema and video production.
"He is very dedicated to his job, by making
sure that everything is exact and paying attention to all ot the details," Theater Manager
Amanda Poch said.
Long, draws his inspiration trom research
and books on set design. For "The Scarlet
Pimpernel," he has studied material on castles, the Ki'emlin and even Versailles.
Longs favorite part of each show is the

opening week when he finally gets to step
back and enjoy the traits ot his labor.
"During the show I turn it over almost
entirely to the students," Long said.
"The best part is when the actors get it, and
their entire world comes together. Actors
may rehearse and do their homework but
they often don't get it until they are under the
lights, in their costumes and the set is there,"
Long said.
According to Long, his job is also a
learning process which will only grow as
the department hioves to the new Tower
Theatre, which is currently in the final stages
of construction with plans to open in the tall.
Contact Karissa Sechrist at
kssechristplibertyedu.
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• strengthen Public Safety
• Improve Edycation
• EHminate Wasteful Spending
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FASHION S H O W contmueiifiorn

' Liberty garnered the most applause
she became a (Christian at I .iberty
'The collections featured at the in 2008, and is currently witnessing
show featured spring and summer to her family in Nepal.
'Tlie designers were also asked
wear, and many women's collections.
"The Skittels collection, by Lynne van about their inspirations and the
them.
der Stelt, also featured men's and pec>ple who supported
Vassell, the only male designer antl
children's summer wear.
After the models displayed the a communications majoi', had titled
collections, designers were given his collection "Virtuous Woman"
awards based on their creativity after reading a Bible passage about
innovation and skill. The top tour the Proverbs 31 woman. His piccos
award winners were senior Oronde featured in the fashion show were his
Vassell, freshman Katelyn Johnson, first attempts at designing women's
junior Molly Net! and senior clothing.

mo-

Tshering Pamu Sherpa, with the prize
for Best in Show going to Molly Neff
The winners were then invited
onto the stage and asked questions
about their lives, designing and what
they learned while at Liberty Sherpa's
answer about what she learned at

'T actually started designing in
high school. I always had sketches
and ideas on how to make clothes,
but I never knew how to sew. But
then I came to- Liberty and had the
opportunity to take a sewing class,"
Vassell said. "I love the opportunity

ART continued from BIO
Suytin Sung said that Powers' ability to
use a variety of materials made her collection
stand out.
"I've seen a lot ofhand-worked details. She
used a lot of different materials to make an art
piece, and I thought it was very interesting,"
Sung said.
While Powers chose a variety of media to
work with, some artists, like Amanda Atkins,
focused on more traditional mediums such
as charcoal and oil paint. Her collection
consisted of three black and white portraits,
which each conveyed a different emotion,
and three colorful landscapes.
"The three landscapes are about hope and
light. I like colors and capturing happiness,"
Atkins said.
Corrie Fewell also used a lot of color in her
works, which consisted of not only paintings
but photographs as well.
'T'm a photographer and a painter and a
graphic design student, so I wanted to show
that I'm versatile and can do more than just
one thing," Fewell said.
Fewell, who is a double major in graphic
design and studio art, said it feels wonderful

to just put things together."
In preparation tor this year
fashion show, students were requireil ^
to perform individual research into
their personally solcctod cottoii
fabrics as well as research abstracts
and presentation display boards,
according to Howard. Students also
attended a cotton fabric purchasing
trip, went (.in a tour of Cotton
Incorporated's wo^id headquarters
and participated in a "cotton exposure
workshop"
'f'ickets to the show cost
in advance, $7 at the door, and
proceeds were donated to the Blue
Ridge Crisis Pregnancy C'entcr and
the Liberty Ciodparent Home.
Contact Tiffany Edwards at
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PROJECT RUNWAY — A student prepares fier piece for tfie
FACS d e p a r t m e n t fasfiion sfiow in tfie sewing lab.

tredwards2(d"ilibeityedu.

to be done and that despite the stress and
work of preparing, she enjoys showing off
the finished products which locus on women
and are marked by vibrant colors,
"I wanted to do a whole bunch of portraits
of women, and what's individual about each
woman," Fewell said.
Carissa Koch, a sophomore fkshion major,
found Fewell's paintings inspiring.
"She has a lot of color, and it's very different," Koch said. "The clothing and the colors
she uses are stuff I really like."
Similarly Sarah Veak centered many of her
portraits around significant women in her
life. One interesting trademark of her paintings was that they featured a plain brown bird
in a picture frame. Veak said she puts these
two seemingly mismatched subjects together
to show the tension between the natural and
idealistic worlds.
"1 wanted the women I've painted to be
realistic and then mixed with the natural
elements draws a little bit of tension. I think
that tension is what I look for and strive for in
my pieces," Veak said. "The birds are framed
to show that separation between the natural
worid and humanity, how we want so badly
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to be close to tliat but we're so far from it."
Through her paintings, she hopes to share
the beauty of both people and the natural
world.
"I hope that people are able to see the
importance of the natural world as well as the
individual. I think it s two of the most beautiful things that Clod created. 'That's why I drew
the birds and individuals because there is that
significance there and should be that unity,"
Veak said.
junior Alex Kolody says that he enjoyed
Veak's paintings.
"I was really impressed with the realistic
nature of the portraits. 'The whole bird theme
is cool," Kolody said.
Veak says that she hopes that when people
look at her paintings, they can identify with
the people in them, which many times are her
family members.
"I wanted the viewer to be able to look at
them and almost know them by looking in
their eyes even though they don't know them
at all," Veak said.
She describes having all her work completed for the art show as a gratifying, but
personal, experience.
"It's one of those things that you're excited
that it's done but you're exposing so much
of yourself. So many pieces I've done for the
past couple of years and once you get it out
there for people to see, you feel like you've
revealed something huge about yourself,"

SPRING—Corrie Fewell
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Veak said. "It's a good feeling once it's up
there. It's really rewarding to see that you've
completed something so large and that other
people care about you and your work enough
to-come look at it."
Powers felt that the art show was a huge
finale and made the end of college seem
more real.
"It's really cool because having a collection
of my work as a senior is like this culmination," Powers said. "This is (how) our entire
education is summed up."
The VCAR exhibit is-free and open to the
public until April 16.
Contact Betsy Abraham at
babrahamScoHibertyedu.
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Seniors exhibit artwork
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Betsy Abraham
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With graduation quickly approaching, many seniors are thinking about summer plans and life after college. But for the seniors
in the studio art concentration of the Visual Communication
Arts (VCAR) program, April 1 marked the culmination of
four years of hard work at the grand opening of the Exhibit 492
Senior Art Show.
Students filled the Liberty University Art Gallery in the
Helms School of Government hallway to see the work of the
five seniors in the VCAR 492 portfolio class. With refreshments
in a small room next to the gallery students, family and friends
viewing the work of the artists had a real museum experience.
Senior Jaimy Jensen focused her collection on Gods creation.
"The reason I did the white lilies with the black background is
from Song of Songs, where it says that 'the lily among the thorns
is my darling among the maidens' and I thought that was really
cool," Jensen said.

IF YOU WERE A BLUE BIRD — Sarah Veak.

She described her work as simplistic and unique, saying that
she did not like having to do the same thing all the time. She
hopes that when people view her paintings, they take it for more
than face value.
"I would like for them to think more about what's really out
there as far as God and not just say 'nice painting' and move on,"
Jensen said.
WINTER — Corrie Fewell.

Senior Rebekuh Powers' artwork centered on femininity,
innocence and the things that define a woman.
"I did four pieces for my show of the child 1 nanny for and her
innocence," Powers said. "Seeing the way that she's developed
into her own person has really influenced my ai;twork and how I
look at the world. It's about the intricate details and growing up
from innocence into adulthood."
One of her pieces was a portrait of the 2-year-old child staring
out with big eyes and circles all around her.

UNTITLED PORTRAIT — Rebekuh Powers.

"I have all these circles emblematic of the universe. Her universe is expanding, but it's very tiny, and I think there's a delicateness to that," Powers said.
Powers used unique items such as.lace, doilies and fabric to
put together her collection, making it a personal goal to use
materials she already owned.
"I actually literally started ripping up books to use as backgrounds," Powers said.
GENESIS — Amanda Atkins.

See ART OH B9.

EGYPTIAN VASE — Sarah Veak.

Lights, c a m e r a , catwalk
Tiffany Edwards
ASSISTANT FEATURE

EDITOR

Unlike Giselle, in Enchanted, Liberty students do not need
curtains to make beautiEil clothing. This time around, they
needed cotton. The fourth annual Fashion and Consumer
Sciences (FACS) fashion show, entided Timeless: The Cotton
Collection, was held Friday, April 9 at 8 p.m. in the Schilling
Center.
Student designers showcased single and multi-piece
collections that they created themselves. Designers were
required to use 60 to 100 percent cotton fiber content in their
modeled clothing designs.
"With support of Cotton Inc. and the Cotton Student
Sponsorship Program, events leading up to and including the
show will make our participants and show attendees more
aware of the timeless benefits of durability, sustainability,
versatility and wearability that cotton contributes to the fashion
industry," FACS professor Matalie Howard said.
See FASHION SHOW on B9.
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WALK THAT WALK

Designs by FACS students Lynne van der Stelt (bottom left), Tshering Panfiu Sherpa (center, bottom right) and Oronde Vassell (top right).

